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Preface
Originally published in September 2016, Into
the Feywildwas the 100th adventure released
by En5ider, ENWorld’s D&D 5e monthly
publication. I pitched the idea for it when I
was approached to write EN5ider’s 100th
issue, which was to be made available for
free. I wanted to show off just how well 5e
could handle ‘city crawling’ as a kind of
gameplay, but also have some fun with a cast
of fairytale characters and setups that would
feel at home in Shakespeare or the Brothers
Grimm.

What I came up with ended up being
EN5ider’s most downloaded issue of all time.
I was overjoyed to know that the world I
wrote and the maps I created really resonated
with people. As a creator it was a huge shot in
the arm.

Now, almost four years later, I want to
introduce a whole new audience to the fey
city of Hedgegrove, the childish Princess
Dandelion, and the terror of theWild Hunt.
This version (The Birch + Bat edition) is
system agnostic and can be used with a
variety of fantasy roleplaying games. It also
includes new content to flesh out the world
for GameMasters. Just as before, this PDF is
available for free.

So venture into the woods, cross a
circle of mushrooms, and enter the twilight
realm of the Feywild. Just be careful of what
you promise people, and never, ever give
anyone your true name. Good luck.

Kiel Chenier

August, 2020
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System andPlay
(The lingua franca of dice-based fantasy
roleplaying games)

If this is your very first exposure to a tabletop
roleplaying game (ttrpg), you might be a little
confused with what a lot of terms and words
mean. This supplement, setting, adventure, or
toolkit isn’t designed for a specific game.
Instead, it is a (mostly) system agnostic thing
for running games using the game system of
your choice. The information and mechanics
within can be applied to almost any tabletop
roleplaying game system, regardless of the
dice or implied setting they use.

Much of this product is designed to be
familiar to those who’ve played d20 fantasy
ttrpgs before. However a number of license
free terms are used throughout the rules, and
these terms often mean something slightly
different (or have different uses) depending
on the game you are playing. Here is a simple
overview of the most common gaming terms
found within this product, and how they
apply to your game.

Dice
This book calls for the use of polyhedral dice.
Specifically a twenty sided die and twelve,
ten, eight, six, and four sided dice. The most
commonly used die for most interactions in
the game is assumed to be a twenty sided die.

Dice Abreviations
Numerous times in the rules dice values are
abbreviated to d20, d12, d6, and so on. A
listing of d20 refers to rolling a twenty-sided
die, rolling 1d12 refers to rolling a twelve
sided die, rolling 3d6 refers to rolling three
six sided dice, and so on.

AscendingNumbers
andModifiers
The rules in this book assume a system where
higher dice rolls on a d20 are considered
favourable, and where modifiers are added to

d20 rolls for checks, saves, and attack rolls. If
that isn’t how your system of choice works,
please adjust the rules as needed.

PC’s andGM’s
Two kinds of players are referred to in this
book: Player Characters (PC’s) are characters
played by the majority of players, and Game
Masters (GM’s) are the player who is in
charge of running the game.

Ability Scores
Occasionally the rules make reference to six
ability scores: Strength, Dexterity,
Constitution, Intelligence, Wisdom,
Charisma. If your game doesn’t use these
scores, adjust them as you see fit based on
their apparent meaning. IE, Strength is about
might, muscle, and lifting things, Charisma is
about charm, wit, force of personality, etc.

Advantage andDisadvantage
Characters often encounter situations that
modify their rolls positively or negatively.
Instead of providing concrete mechanics or
set numerical bonuses, these situations are
simply referred to as Advantage and
Disadvantage.

Rolling ‘with advantage’ or being
given ‘advantage on a check or saving throw’
means modifying the roll positively (Adding
+2, rolling twice and taking the higher result,
adding additional dice, etc).

Rolling ‘with disadvantage’ or being
given ‘disadvantage on a check or saving
throw’ means modifying the roll negatively
(Adding –2, rolling twice and taking the lower
result, subtracting additional dice, etc).

Skills
This book assumes PC’s have access to
character specific advantages called ‘skills’.
For systems that don’t use skills, or restrict
skills to only some specific classes (thieves,
rogues, elves, etc), it is suggested that all
characters can still attempt to succeed at a
‘skill check’.
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Saving Throws
A dice roll made to avoid immediate danger
or harm, usually made using a d20. This book
assumes saving throws are part of the game,
but provides no concrete mechanics on how
they are handled. Saving throws are
described as being made against situational
effects or hazards (poison, falling, being
knocked unconscious, madness, etc). For
modern games that use target numbers or
difficulty classes to compare rolls against, it is
up to GameMasters to determine how
difficult a saving throw is to make based on
the situation at hand and the level of the PC’s
playing.

Armour
The numerical value of how hard it is to hit a
creature in combat, raised or lowered by the
kind of physical armour that creature is
wearing. Armour is rated on an ascending
number scale from 6 (almost impossible to
miss) to 20 (very difficult to hit). For example,
an unarmoured character has an Armour of
10, while a character wearing chainmail
armour has an Armour of 16.

Hit Points
The numerical value of howmuch health and
vitality a creature has. When a creature’s hit
points fall to 0, they fall unconscious and are
dying.

Movement
How far a creature or ship can move in a
given amount of time (usually rounds).
Movement is measured in feet during combat
and in miles during overland travel.

Morale
The measure of a creature’s resolve against
fear and intimidation, and how likely they
are to surrender or flee in the middle of
combat. Morale is measured from 2 to 12,
with 2 being “totally a coward” and 12 being
“never give up, never surrender”. For systems
that don't use morale, a morale check is made

when a creature is given reason to surrender
or flee. The GM rolls 2d6. If the roll equals or
exceeds their morale score, the creature fails
and surrenders or tries to run away. Adjust
this as you see fit.

Magic and Spells
This book assumes a Vancian style magic
system that uses ‘spell levels’ and ‘spells per
day’. If your game system doesn’t use these,
please adjust the rules to best suit your game.
No named spells are listed in this book. It is
up to the GameMaster to decide the spell lists
of NPC’s and adversaries.

Experience Points and Levels
Experience Points are the numerical value of
a PC’s gained experiences, which are needed
to advance in Level. A PC’s Level is how far
they’ve advanced as an adventurer. The
higher a PC’s level, the more formidable they
are and the more dangerous encounters they
can face and possibly survive.

Birch + Bat’s adventure PDFs are
ranked into three difficulty tiers. These
difficulties reflect both how dangerous the
adventure is for players, and how
complicated the adventure is for Game
Masters to run. The difficulty tiers are:

Beginner (1st to 5th level). Great for new
players, one shot sessions, and campaigns
that have just begun. Beginner adventures
contain threats to small towns and
settlements.

Heroic (6th to 10th level).Made to challenge
players in the middle of an entire campaign.
Heroic adventures contain dangerous threats
to a whole city or region.

Epic (11th to 15th level). Difficult and deadly,
made to challenge players approaching the
end of a campaign. Epic adventures contain
threats to a country, the whole world, or even
beyond.

Into The Feywild is aBeginner adventure.
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Introduction
Imagine a house surrounded by a dark, thick
forest. The house is cozy, comfortable, and is
filled with all the creature comforts of home.
Inside the house you feel safe and familiar.
This is your space. It’s been there all of your
life. The house is older than you, but not so
old as to be dusty or antique.

The thick forest outside of the house
is older. Much, much older than the house.
The forest existed long before the house was
ever built, you think. The house is tall, but the
trees of the forest are so much taller. The
forest seems familiar to you, but it’s nowhere
near as familiar to you as the house. The
forest holds the promise of newness and
discovery, but it is also strange and alien and
other.

The house is the material plane,
where we mortals reside. The forest is the
Feywild, a distant plane of existence that
surrounds and envelops the material plane,
but is kept separate from it.

This is an adventure about visiting the
Feywild: about being trapped in a strange
land among strange people, either trying to
get home or trying to acclimate yourself to
the strangeness of this place. The player
characters either willingly or accidentally
arrive in the palace of an immortal Archfey
princess who holds the key to them getting
back home...but will only relinquish that key
once they’ve satisfied her childish desires and
curiosities.

Running TheAdventure
This adventure is designed for beginner
characters (3rd to 5th level). At the GM’s
discretion, playing through all of the quests
in Into the Feywild provides enough
experience points to bring the player
characters from their current level to the
next. If the party starts play at 3rd level, they
become 4th level upon reaching the
adventure’s conclusion.

This adventure can be run as part of
an ongoing campaign, as a stand alone

adventure taking place over three or four
sessions, or just as a collection of resources
like random tables, magic items, and
monsters.

Text that appears in a box like this is
meant to be read aloud or paraphrased
for the players when they arrive at a
location or under a specific
circumstance, as described in the text.

Unique creatures and NPCs with stats are
bolded in the text. All their stat blocks are
provided in the appendix at the end of the
book. All generic creatures and NPCs in the
book are not bolded. For generic creatures
(snakes, goblins, wizards, etc), use whatever
statistics fit your system of choice best.

Resources
And Inspirations
The Feywild is a land of ethereal beauty,
bright magic, and childlike wonder. Its people
are mercurial and mischievous, full of grand
emotions right out of a story book.
Adventures within the Feywild are filled with
epid tasks and seemingly impossible
destinies, all of which can be achieved by the
dreamlike logic that the Feywild operates on.

GameMasters should look to the
following pieces of media for insight and
inspirations on best capturing the look and
feel of the Feywild.

■ AMidsummer Night’s Dream

■ Spirited Away

■ Alice In Wonderland

■ Hansel and Gretel, Brother’s Grimm

■ Rumpelstiltskin, Brother’s Grimm
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Background
The Feywild is a bright and mysterious land
just waiting for adventurers eager for mirth
and magic, though it holds just as much
danger as anywhere else.

What Is The Feywild?
The Feywild is an entire plane of existence
connected to every plane of the multiverse. It
is the native home to all manner of fey
creatures, including fairies, pixies, nymphs,
dryads, satyrs, and most importantly true
elves, the immortal ancestors of high elves,
wood elves, and drow. All manner of beasts
and beauties frommortal fairy tales call the
Feywild their home.

The lands themselves are indistinct
and ever changing, a beautiful but dangerous
collection of haunted woods, snowy peaks,
and gorgeous sun-dappled meadows. Their
true layout is beyond the comprehension of
most mortal folk, and fewmaps of the
Feywild exist. Those native to the Feywild can
navigate its landscape with little trouble, but
mortals from the material plane often
become hopelessly lost.

Entering the Feywild
There are many points of entry into the
Feywild from the PC’s home in the material
plane. Fey Crossings can be found in dense
forests populated by elves or gnomes, the
trees subtly offering a path to the faerie
realm for those who know how to seek it.
Fairy rings; circles of mushrooms, are often
signs of places where the veil between worlds
is thin and can be lifted. Finally, portals to the
Feywild can be created and held by those
with enough skill in arcane magic.

TheArchfey
The Feywild are ruled by a series of immortal
monarchs called the Archfey. They are the
closest thing to deities the Feywild have;
much higher in station than true elves and
fairies, but still lesser than actual gods. The

Archfey are complex and complicated beings,
though mortals and less clever fey tend to put
them into two categories: those of the
Summer Court, and those of theWinter
Court. Neither are as good or evil as they
claim to be, and neither should be trusted.

One Archfey of the Summer Court is
Princess Danelian Dandelion, ruler of
Hedgegrove, the maze city of trade and
tribute. Princess Dandelion is a lesser archfey
who was put in charge of the city as
punishment over a perceived slight to the
Summer Court, and has been its ruler for
almost 7000 years. She feels stifled by the
near-endless hedge maze that surrounds her,
and wields her power as ruler like a petulant
child. Quick to anger and insult, but also
easily distracted by flights of fancy and
fascinations. Princess Dandelion is a
principal character in this adventure, and the
PC’s main connection to the archfey.

Leaving the Feywild
Leaving the Feywild is a tricker proposition
than entering. Many Feywilders and Archfey
are intent on keeping visiting mortals in their
realm as long as possible, either through
deception or coercion. The fastest way to
leave the Feywild is through teleportation
magic or fixed portals to the Material Plane.

AdventureHooks
Whether by choice or by accident, the player
characters find themselves stranded in the
Feywild, where this adventure begins. Use
whichever one of the following hooks fits the
group and the campaign best.

InheritingAPortal
The PC’s start the adventure in their favourite
inn, when one random PC (Preferably an elf,
half-elf, or gnome) receives a letter and a
large package, along with some bad news.
This hook is best if the adventure is a one-
shot.

When using this hook start the
adventure off by reading or paraphrasing the
boxed text on the following page aloud:
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Investigating the mirror using either skills or
spells reveals that the mirror can be used as a
portal to the Feywild. Unfortunately, no
amount of magical research can tell the PC’s
that the portal is one-way only.

OvercomingACurse
The PC’s begin the adventure out of
obligation to a relative or friendly NPC.
Someone the PC’s know has been cursed by
an evil wizard called Count Witherstaff. The
curse is causing them to slowly transform
into a frog over a matter of weeks, and the
only way to undo it is to either gather
ingredients for a remedy that are native only
to the Feywild, or to destroy Count
Witherstaff himself.

Remedy Ingredients. The remedy that will
cure the cursed NPC is a complicated ritual
that must be performed by a talented magic
user. It requires a number of mundane
components that are easily found in
apothecaries or healer’s kits, but there are
three rare components native only to the
Feywild: Bitterblot Tears, a tear shaped leaf
that grows as a weed in the city of
Hedgegrove, Fairy Dust, a sparkling magical
powder given off by fairies of the Feywild,
and an Archfey’s Favour, a token of good will
or affection given by one of the most

powerful beings in the land. Each of these
ingredients can be found in the city of
Hedgegrove during the adventure.

Count Witherstaff. The count is a male human
wizard originally from the material plane,
but now lives in the Feywild to leech off of its
abundant magic. Count Witherstaff is what
the Fey call a rashmortal; a magic user from
the material plane that’s wise to Feywild
ways, but abuses the people and magical
energies of the sylvan plane for their own
selfish desires. Count Witherstaff appears as a
random encounter in Hedgegrove, and his
statistics and details on rashmortals can be
found in the appendix.

AWildernessDiscovery
If your game involves wilderness exploration
or hexcrawling at all, a one-way entryway to
the Feywild can be stumbled upon by the PC’s
in the form of a fairy circle. These natural
rings of toadstools emanate conjuration
magic. The air that passes through them is
warm and smells of fresh spring dew. A
successful skill check reveals that the fairy
circle teleports any who cross it to the
Feywild, but no amount of magical skill
reveals that the teleportation is one-way.

AVillain’s Trap
If your ongoing game has a recurring villain,
have them set a trap for the PC’s that will
imprison themwithin the Feywild. This can
include a teleportation circle trap or an open
portal to the Feywild that the villain can
teleport away from with a magic scroll or
item.

While the region doesn’t appear
dangerous, the villain is certain the PC’s will
not be able to escape from its clutches, which
allows them to focus on their evil schemes in
peace.

Whilst enjoying a meal and a bit of
downtime in your favourite inn, an elven
messenger arrives bearing a letter and a
tremendous package. The letter reads:
“We bear the ill news that your great aunt
Rowena Ministracia Blackleaf has died at
the ripe old age of 972. As per her last will
and testament, she bequeathed to you her
most prized possession. Use it well, and as
soon as possible”.

Having delivered the letter and
package, the elf messenger departs in a
hurry. Inside the package is a full length
mirror. Its antique wooden frame is
carved to look like tree roots. The mirror
looks quite valuable, and very magical.
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Adventure
Overview
At the start of the adventure, the PC’s cross
over to the Feywild. Once through the portal
or fairy circle, they arrive in a heap in the
throne room of Princess Daneliean
Dandelion, archfey of the Summer Court and
ruler of the city of Hedgegrove. Read or
paraphrase the following:

The PC’s now have an uppity Archfey on their
hands. Princess Dandelion is a summer court
archfey guarded by six hedgegrove guards
and two true elfwarriors. There is a
collection of fifteen other royal court
members (use the true elf commoner
statistics if necessary).

If the PC’s are humble and gracious,
Princess Dandelion is lenient with them. She
answers any questions they have (use the
information in theWorldbuilding Details
section) with bemusement, treating the PC’s
like children for the amusement of her court.
If the PC’s are rude, aggressive, or violent, she
uses her magic to subdue them or freeze

them in place. She then prepares a suitable
punishment (see below).

No matter what the PC’s excuses for
their intrusion are, the princess decides that
the only way she’ll allow them to leave her
lands is if they complete two “quests” for her
amusement. Only when these tasks are
complete will they have “made up for their
terrible rudeness and be allowed to leave”. It’s
all very storybook logic and strange whimsy.
The quests are as follows:

■ Retrieve the Princess’s slippers from the
royal cobbler and return them to her.

■ Bring laughter and mirth to the
Princess’s guests during her upcoming soireé.

These quests must be completed in order. If
the PC’s readily agree to take the quests on,
Princess Dandelion lets them go and they are
free to explore Hedgegrove at their leisure. If
the PC’s refuse, they stand to face a thousand
years in the dungeons of the Rose Palace. If
the whole group is up to it, GameMasters are
encouraged to let players try their hand at
escaping Feywild prison.

Shimmering green light fills your eyes as
you find yourselves falling forward. You
land together in a heap on a cold marble
floor. There are gasps and whispers from
all around you. As your vision returns,
you see you’re in a resplendent rose-
coloured throne room. A court of regal
looking, long eared elves with opaque
eyes gape at you, along with other
strange creatures: a few goat-legged men,
a living tree woman, and a swarm of tiny
sparkling fairies.

Before you, an immensely tall
female elf sits upon a massive throne of
living rosewood. She furrows her brow,
her eyes aglow with magic. Atop her head
is a crown of weeds. She rises and speaks:
“Who dares to intrude upon the court of
Princess Daneliean Dandelion?! Are you
spies of theWinter Court, or something
worse? Speak quickly!”
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Worldbuilding
Details
TheCityOfHedgegrove
The Feywild is called many things by its
native inhabitants: The Bright, the Truelands,
the Everwood, and so on. Only mortal
outsiders call it the Feywild. Most Fey will
look at you like you’re a backwards country
bumpkin if you call it that, like calling the
ocean the ‘really big puddle’ or a castle the
‘big stone house’.

The Feywild is home to fairies, pixies,
satyrs, hags, dryads, spriggans, and sylvan
elves (here called True Elves), as well as a
variety of other fey creatures of all shapes
and sizes, many of whom call the city of
Hedgegrove their home.

Hedgegrove is the common name for
the topiary hedge maze town ruled by
Princess Dandelion, an Archfey of the
Summer Court. Hidden within its towering
walls of green are shops, markets, and
bazaars of every kind imaginable.

Hedgegrove lies somewhere in the
middle of the Feywild, right on the border
between the gilded summer lands, the chill
winter lands, and the murky dusk glens. It is
a town that none of the Archfey have a high
opinion of, but that every civilized fey visits
at least once in their long lifetime:
Hedgegrove is a place of necessity.

HowDoFey
Feel AboutNon-Fey?
Natives of the Feywild (Called Feywilders)
have mixed feelings on the presence of
mortal outsiders. Some view them as an
invasive species to be pushed out, others find
them to be amusing distractions from the
endless masquerade of the summer and
winter courts. Most tend to think of them as a
nuisance; to be politely tolerated until they
finally leave.

Reading TheMap
Hedgegrove is a literal maze, and travelling
through it without getting lost is almost
impossible. Moving through Hedgegrove is
similar to dungeon crawling: there are path
choices, random encounters, and numerous
obstacles.

Walls. The walls of the city are hedges, 100-
feet-tall and often hundreds of feet thick.
Their brush is loose enough to push into and
hide inside of, but getting out requires a
successful climbing skill check. Failure
results in the PC getting unstuck, but not
before the magic of the Feywild takes ahold of
them (Roll on the Fey Oddity Table). The walls
can be climbed with four successive skill
checks, every success climbing a character up
25 feet. Failing at any point causes the
character to fall an amount of feet equal to
what they’ve climbed. The hedge walls have
been enchanted to hold no rope or grappling
hook, making climbing via rope impossible.
Climbing the walls and/or walking atop the
hedges is a jailable offence.

Roads. The roads of Hedgegrove are 20 feet
wide. Roads have no ceiling overhead, and are
open to perpetual twilight sky.

Hedge Tenements.Most of the hedge walls of
the city house multiple rooms, shops, and
buildings inside of them. Every ‘block’ of
hedge is considered a hedge tenement and
has the possibility of housing a number of
buildings inside it (See the Random Specific
Building table)

Fey Village Crossings. These 500-foot-square
open areas are filled with shops, markets, and
food vendors. They sell most things players
immediately nveed, like all the items listed in
the equipment section of your game’s
rulebook. Prices are three times what’s listed
in the book, but trades are often accepted (See
the Random Fey Trade Request table).

Ley Line Intersections. These 250-foot-square
clearings are spots that are magically aligned
with the Rose Palace. These areas are free of
random encounters, though existing
encounters can move or chase others into
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them. Feywild spellcasters can open portals
from one Ley Line Intersection to any other,
allowing for fast travel. This is done for the
price of 100 gp or a random trade (See the
Random Fey Trade Request table).

Topiary Gates. These massive woven branch
gates are the only physical entrances and
exits to Hedgegrove. The gates are made of
five feet of interwoven heartwood branches
and are stronger than steel. They are
patrolled by four hedgegrove guards and a
random topiary animal.

MapofHedgegrove
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Distance andDirections
Each square on the map is 500 feet. True
direction and concepts like north and south
have no hold in the Feywild, making
exploration difficult. Feywilders in
Hedgegrove describe locations as being either
“gateward”, “cornerward”, or “palaceward”,
meaning towards a topiary gate, towards an
outer hedge wall corner, or towards the rose
palace respectively. Given that there are four
topiary gates in Hedgegrove, when a place is
described as “gateward” it refers to the closest
topiary gate. Most Hedgegrove residents have
no trouble with this, but it can lead to a lot of
exploration for outsiders.

For example, to get from the rose
palace to a leyline intersection towards the
bottom right of the map, a Hedgegrove
resident might give the directions “Walk 550
feet gateward, then turn and walk 150 feet
cornerward” if they’re being direct. More
casual directions might sound like “Venture
gateward past six or so tenements until the
heartwood gate’s in sight. Then stride boldly
cornerward to where lines cross”.

ExploringHedgegrove
Hedgegrove is a dense city of thousands of fey
creatures living in lush multi-story hedge
tenements. Its maze-like streets easily
disorient newcomers and locals alike. Moving
through the city is an equivalent challenge to
moving through a dungeon.

■ PC’s are able to move 300 feet a minute,
or 400 feet a minute if they’re running.

■ Roll 1d20 for every 1000 feet traveled. If
the roll is 15 or higher, roll for a random
encounter.

■ Every hedge tenement has 1d6 random
buildings at street level built within it. These
shops, houses, and tenements are nestled into
the hedge walls and can be difficult for non-
fey creatures to notice. Only roll for them as
the players ask about what shops or buildings
are around them. Roll on the Random
Specific Building table.

Fey Trade Requests
Despite an abundance of shops, buying
things in the Feywild can be difficult. Most
shops charge up to five times the price for
mundane goods. However trades are often
accepted instead of gold.

A Fey trade is made for something
that has value to the Fey. This can be
something as significant as a character’s
knowledge or spells, or as fleeting as a piece
of exotic food or a kiss from a stranger. None
of these trades should be taken lightly.

All of the mechanical changes caused
by these trades can only be removed with a
greater restoration spell.

FeyOddities
These oddities act like mutations. They are
permanent so long as those afflicted remain
in the Feywild. Upon returning to the
material plane, they disappear after 2d6 days.
They cannot be removed with any kind of
magic. Fey creatures like elves, half-elves, and
gnomes are immune to these effects.
Everyone else must make a saving throw
against magic to avoid contracting one. These
oddities have a chance of appearing after
doing any of the following:

■ Being knocked unconscious by a spell or
magical effect cast by a Feywilder.

■ Drinking a potion brewed in the
Feywild.

■ Eating a meal made from ingredients
native to the Feywild.

■ Having romantic contact with a native
of the Feywild.

■ Moving through a portal or leyline
intersection within Hedgegrove.
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1d12 Result
1 A single foodstuff from the material

plane. If you don’t have any non-Fey food
with you, then a complete recipe for a
material plane dish.

2 10 minutes of verbal emotional abuse
from a PC. The trader wants you to scold,
insult, and belittle them as hard as you
can.

3 Lover’s Kiss. A single, passionate kiss
from someone whose heart belongs to
another. There is a 50% chance this kiss
will erase all memory of that loved one
from the PC’s mind, replacing it with the
memory of the trader.

4 All of the PC’s clothes and armour. They
must leave the trade naked in order to get
what they want.

5 Seven years of future life. The trader will
siphon life from a PC, instantly aging
them by seven years.

6 Sense of taste. The trader dulls a PC’s
tongue, taking away their ability to taste
things.

7 Precious knowledge. The trader will
magically remove 1 randomly determined
skill from a PC’s character sheet, and
transfer the training in that skill to
themselves.

8 A powerful spell. The trader will take one
random spell known to a magic-using PC.
This spell is now stripped from them and
cannot be relearned. If there are no
spellcasters present, roll again.

9 A precious possession. Any one item the
PC’s are carrying that has some kind of
value to them. Through this trade, the
trader can now hear anything said aloud
by the PC who possessed the item.

10 A new story. The trader wants to be told a
tale of the PC’s prior exploits. They will
take care to remember the names and
descriptions of other characters in the
story, and will now be able to reach out to
them on the material plane.

11 A drop of blood. What the trader wants
with this blood, they do not reveal. This
blood is later traded to Auntie Misery,
who uses the blood to keep track of the
PC’s, negatively affecting them.

12 A treasured item. The trader wants a
magical item from the PC’s. If the PC’s do
not currently have a magical item, the
trader will accept the item in their
possession with the highest price in gold
pieces.

Random Fey Trade Request

1d20 Result
1 Faerie Eyes. Your pupils widen and stretch

like a goat’s.
2 Bark Skin. Your skin hardens like tree bark,

becoming rough to the touch.
3 Skin Sprouts. Little clovers sprout from your

skin like a rash.
4 New Teeth. You lose 1d6 teeth, which are

slowly replaced by new, sharper ones, like a
shark’s.

5 Fey Ears. Your ears lengthen and stick out,
like a high elf’s but more ridiculous looking.

6 Glitter Freckles. Your face is dotted by
distinctive reflective spots.

7 Fair Hair. Your hair’s color fades, turning a
distinctive shade of white.

8 Greenest. Your skin becomes photosynthetic
and deep green in color.

9 Golden. Your skin and hair grows shiny and
reflective until it is the colour of spun gold.

10 Refined Voice. You adopt a particularly regal
and annoying Fey accent.

11 Fey Mind. Your mind alters itself to Fey
designs, causing you to think very Fey
thoughts now and again. Once per day, you
must take disadvantage on a d20 roll of the
Game Master’s choice.

12 Small Stature. Your body shrinks until you are
half your normal size. Your clothing/items do
not shrink with you.

13 Fey Bones. Your bones hollow out like those
of an nymph’s. Your movement increases by
5 feet, but you are vulnerable to bludgeoning
damage.

14 Fey Scent. Your nose lengthens and your
nostrils widen. You have advantage on
checks involving smell.

15 Crone’s Aura. All manner of children are
frightened of you and despise you on sight.

16 Glass Touch. Every living thing you touch
must make a saving throw against being
cursed. Failure causes it to turn to glass for
10 seconds. Archfey and other supernatural
creatures are immune to this.

17 Cursed Word. A common word (bottle,
laundry, hatred, coils, etc) becomes cursed
for you. Every time you hear that word, you
are afflicted by hideous peals of laughter for
1 minute.

18 Primal Fear. You fear the image of the moon.
Seeing the moon or anything in its image
results in a saving throw against fear. Failure
causes you to be frightened for 10 minutes.

19 Magically Numb. All magic effects you half as
much; healing, damage, status effects, etc.

20 Magically Sensitive. All magic effects you
doubly so; healing, damage, status effects,
etc.

Random Fey Oddities
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Hedgegrove Buildings
There are two types of specific buildings in
the city: homes and shops. Homes contain a
random number of creatures who live there.
These families and/or tennents can be
convinced to aid the PC’s in a crisis, but doing
so is difficult.

Shops contain one or more shop
owners and 1d6 browsing customers. Each
shop contains at least one of each item or
piece of equipment commonly associated
with the kind of shop it is (ingredients, tools,
merchandise, etc). Once that shop has sold or
gotten rid of one of these things, it no longer
carries them that day. Unless otherwise their
personality states otherwise, all shopkeepers
must be convinced to help the PC’s if they’re
in trouble.

1d20
+ 1d10

Shop Owner’s Name Owner’s Race Owner’s Personality (Roll 1d20 + 10)

2–6 Tenement. 12
apartments, 1d4
tennents each.

Weylia True Elf Stuffy, air of superiority, passive agressive
towards non-fey creatures.

7–10 House Auspicia True Elf Genuinely friendly and kind, makes jokes.

11 Bakery Twee Satyr Gruff, inarticulate, and rude.

12 Butcher Al’Falfalar Satyr Eccentric, stares off into space, smokes.

13 Rope-Maker Gallas Satyr Manic, embarrassed, and shy.

14 Apothecary Ridachio Gnome Slow and methodical, detail oriented.

15 Blacksmith Fel’anoné Gnome Effete, mincing, and fancy.

16 Jewelers Beenis Gnome Drunk on wine, dreamy and soft spoken.

17 Curio Dealers Jaqueline Gnome Monotone, bored, and tired.

18 Cobbler Harleena Nymph Bitter, quiet, hurries PC’s through things.

19 Winery Aoleth Nymph Overly friendly to the PC’s, manic.

20 Animal Shelter Al’madath Nymph Quirky, talks to animals first, loud.

21 Cheesemaker Cindrahal Pixie Jolly and rotund, friendly to the PC’s.

22 Barber Cindraxus Pixie Harsh, moves like an angry dancer.

23 Brothel Tel’Caileth Pixie Distant, as if in a trance.

24 Clothing Outfitter Tel’Marxas Fairy Completely mute, smiles, exhuberant.

25 Hatter Pious Fairy Sarcastic, sardonic, and sad.

26 Gambling Hall Merataxus Fairy Obsessed with the stars and prophecy.

27 Glassworks Grim Mary Dryad Depressed, but helpful to the PC’s.

28 Fortune Teller Lady Bones Dryad Acts like a cat, aloof, falls asleep easily.

29 Candlemaker Sir Numbers Dryad Lecherous and smarmy, but also gorgeous.

30 Tailor Lady Morningstar Secret Archfey Cold, calculating, and methodical.

Random Specific Hedgegrove Building
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RandomHedgegrove
Encounters
Roll 1d20 for every 1000 feet (2 squares) the
player characters travel in Hedgegrove. On a
15 or higher, a random encounter occurs.

You may also roll for an encounter if the PC’s
are being particularly loud/disruptive on the
streets. Not every encounter may result in
combat, but each is designed to take up the
PC’s time and attention. They should not be
easily walked past or ignored.

1d100 Encounter
1–2 2d6 rampaging topiary animals flood the streets, knocking over carts, charging straight for you. If

avoided/defeated, a small gnome calls for guards and claims that you caused them to go wild.
3–20 A moment of tranquil twilight in the never ending maze. Nothing untoward happens.

21–22 Three true elf ruffians have a tiger made of living jade tied up, and are trying to carry it into a nearby
alley. A fourth true elf moves up to the party and hands them a ruby (500gp) and says “You didn’t
see anything”.

23–24 Two shopkeepers argue in the streets over an overturned cart of fruit. Both shopkeepers turn to the
party, asking them to settle their dispute over who is to blame. If the PC’s take a side, they anger the
other shop keeper, who is a powerful wizard.

25–26 The walls of the hedge maze suddenly grow outwards, enclosing that block and trapping everyone
inside. The walls themselves seem to weep and wail. They won’t part again until consoled and
cheered up.

27–28 A fey dormouse squeaks at you from the wall, pleading for help. Her father is very sick and she
requires medicine or magical healing for him to get well. If the PC’s help her, all other future
encounters with fey dormice will be favourable.

29–30 A very confused and pale elf bumps into you, apologizing quietly. They are gorgeous but frail looking,
and they attempt to steal a major item or big coin purse from one of the PC’s with advantage. If
caught, they can’t remember why they were thieving. They’re the victim of a nearby pair of true elf
nobles who bewitch commoners into stealing.

31–32 A parade of drunk gnomes and satyrs march through the streets, revelling in some unknown victory.
The cloud of booze smell that accompanies them is enough to get anyone who passes through it
drunk. Characters must make a saving throw against drunkenness to avoid this.

33–34 A pixie flies right into the face of one of the PC’s. He drops a tiny bag he was carrying, flying off
without noticing its absence. The bag contains magical apple seeds that, if thrown to the ground will
cause a huge apple tree to sprout up in an instant.

35–36 A group of 2d4 gnome thieves leap down from the hedge walls in a planned and well coordinated
attack against the PC’s. They’re working for the Winter Queen, an evil winter court archfey.

37–38 A wizened true elf shopkeeper notices a particularly martial PC and offers them a battle-hardened fey
panther mount for only 250 gp. The panther mount is loyal to the PC’s, but is being hunted by a pack
of four other wild fey panthers (Use any big cat statistics, except they have Feywild Immunities).

39–40 A powerful true elf noble aggressively pursues one of the PC’s with offers of romance, following the
party wherever they go. A successful skill check reveals the noble is under the effects of a love
potion or curse. If cured, the noble shares they bought a potion off a shady looking human wizard
(Count Witherstaff).

41–42 The street parts to reveal a young true elven girl who’s been stabbed in the back. If approached, she
puts a golden locket into one of the PC’s hands. Moments later five hedgegrove guards arrive, ready
to kill her.

43–44 The party passes three true elf nobles buying rare illegal mushrooms from three true elf ruffians. They
both attack the PC’s, wanting them dead so as to not expose them to nearby hedgegrove guards.

45–46 A strange festival is taking place. Everyone in the street is wearing masks of one kind or another. If
the PC’s are caught without masks, the street goers confront them and demand they sing in order to
pass. Refusal leads to a crossfire of thrown tomatoes.

47–48 A group of fairies insist the party joins their gambling circle. They play a dice game. One player rolls
1d6, the GM rolls 1d6 for two fairies. Whoever rolls highest wins. Those that lose must pay the
winner 50 gp in rations/foodstuffs.

49–50 The ground caves in beneath the party, depositing them into a swampy pit filled with 3d4 snakes.
Each snake has tiny gems for eyes (35 gp each).

51–52 A random PC must make a saving throw to dodge. Failure causes them to accidentally step on and
crush a pixie food stand, destroying it. The pixie owner, holding two babies, demands the PC pay for
the damages (200 gp).

53–54 An unusually fierce wind blows through the streets. This wind lasts for 1d4+2 hours. It halves
movement and grants disadvantage to most rolls and checks. People take refuge in nearby shops.
The crowding creates conflict and arguments.

55–56 Five true elf nobles accost a group of dryads, dressing them down for getting in their way. The dryads
look pleadingly to the party for assistance and help.

Random Hedgegrove Encounters
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1d100 Encounter
57–58 A nearby shop explodes in a cascade of green flame, which spreads along the hedge wall. Everyone

passing by must make a saving throw versus breath weapon or take 3d6 damage from magical fire.
The explosion was an attack by Winter Court radicals.

59–60 The entire street has been hypnotized by a passing dryad’s song. Make a saving throw against charm
to avoid being hypnotized as well. The dryad makes those hypnotized by her follow her to a nearby
alley where an enormous hungry tree monster waits to devour them.

61–62 The party happens upon a seemingly abandoned and smashed food cart. Five glimmerberry pies lay
on the ground, perfect and unspoiled. These pies are worth 300 gp to anyone who would buy them,
and are considered a delicacy by nobles and Archfey.

63–64 A swarm of 2d6 giant honey bees (Use any giant flying insect statistics) descends on the street. They
buzz around, confused, picking up and carrying off unsuspecting commoners. Half of them swarm
up to the PC’s and attack.

65–66 A leyline ruptures. Gravity upends itself and reverses on the street, causing things to float around.

67–68 A litter carrying an Archfey on their way to the Rose Palace crosses your path. The litter stops and the
noblewoman within beckons the PC’s approach her. She asks if you would be willing to participate in
a trick on Princess Dandelion, and can reward you with safe passage to the material plane if you
agree. The noblewoman gives you a vial of poison to sneak into the princess’ food or drink. She
assures you it is non-lethal, but in truth it’s a deadly poison known as liquid frost.

69–70 A fairy pickpocket clumsily attempts to steal your gold. If caught they apologize and beg for a gold
piece to feed their family.

71–72 The most attractive person one random PC has ever seen (roll on the random shop table for their
name/race/personality) crosses the party’s path. They are being marched through the street by four
hedgegrove guards, on their way to be put in the stocks for a crime they didn’t commit.

73–74 A devoted satyr servant mistakes a random PC for their missing master. The satyr is overjoyed to see
them and will, if willing, take them back to their home four blocks away, giving them the key to an
eight room hedge tenement manor.

75–76 Thorny vines erupt from the earth to ensnare everyone in the street. The whole street becomes
difficult terrain, slowing movement to half.

77–78 A mad true elf warrior stumbles naked through the street, ranting and raving about how Hedgegrove
is doomed because there is an evil army of Winter Court soldiers marching to burn it down. The elf
seizes a random PC and shakes them, crying “You believe me, don’t you?!”.

79–80 A limping fey dog follows the party, hungry and slobbering. The dog is incredibly loyal to any
character that feeds it.

81–82 A shopkeeper pulls a random PC aside to tell them about the tremendous savings in his shop. He
secretly plants a poisoned dagger in their bag. If the PC’s are stopped by hedgegrove guards in the
future and the dagger is found, they will be accused of murder and jailed.

83–84 A true elf noble couple stop the party, inviting them to spend the night partying with the two of
them. If they agree, they will be rewarded handsomely in riches (1000 gp in fey jewelry), but they all
must roll twice on the Fey Oddity table after their night of fey carousing

85–86 The Wild Hunt appears! A group of animal masked riders charge through the streets, cutting down
anyone who gets in their way. At the moment, they are hunting for a person who matches the
description of one random PC.

87–88 Count Witherstaff appears! The PC’s stumble upon him in the middle of selling love potions to a
desperate satyr. With the transaction interrupted, the satyr has second thoughts and begins to
depart. Witherstaff curses the PC’s and attacks them for spoiling his sale.

89–90 Count Witherstaff appears! The wizard is leading a true elf man into an alley with a tempting plate of
enchanted cookies. If the PC’s do nothing, the true elf is taken back to Count Witherstaff’s floating
castle where he is to be imprisoned.

91–92 Count Witherstaff appears! The wizard is badgering the owner of an apothecary, trying to bully them
into selling him bitterblot tears, which the owner doesn’t have in stock. If the PC’s intervene and
chase Count Witherstaff off, the apothecary owner rewards them with a healing potion (2d4 + 1)
each.

93–94 Count Witherstaff’s Floating Castle! The wizard’s floating castle is landed, nestled between two
hedge tenements. Count Witherstaff is currently away, giving the PC’s fifteen minutes to explore the
castle before he returns to it. If they succeed on a skill check to investigate or find objects, they
leave the floating castle with a needed quest item, fabulous treasure, or rare magic item.

95–96 Count Witherstaff’s Floating Castle! The wizard’s floating castle is nestled between two hedge
tenements. Count Witherstaff is at home, working on potions and hexes. Even if he and the PC’s are
on bad terms, he’ll do business with them so long as they’re civil.

97–98 Count Witherstaff appears! He carries a large cold forged iron cage filled with three fairy captives. He
darts through the streets, the fairies wailing to be set free. If the PC’s free the fairies they offer to
guide the PC’s safely to wherever they want to go in Hedgegrove. Ignore all encounters for the rest
of the day or until the PC’s reach their destination.

99–100 Roll again twice. Combine the following two encounters.

Random Hedgegrove Encounters (Continued)
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Recover
theRoyal Slippers
The princess ordered a pair of custom dance
slippers be made by her favourite cobbler in
Hedgegrove. The slippers should be finished
by now, but the cobbler has become evasive in
his replies to the princess’ summons. Princess
Dandelion wants to know what exactly has
happened, and why her slippers haven’t been
delivered yet.

The cobbler, a gnome commoner
named Frendamus Tacktallow, had his shop
broken into in the night. The royal slippers
were stolen. He is unwilling to come forward
with this news, fearing the princess will lash
out at him. Her patronage is the only thing
keeping his small shop in business.

The slippers were stolen by Lydia
Ranatoth, a female true elf thief with a
grudge against the princess. She stole the
slippers, planning to curse them using a
magic scroll she acquired from a a mortal
wizard (Count Witherstaff). Once cursed,
she’d return them in the hopes that Princess
Dandelion would be cursed. Unfortunately
for her the scroll backfired on her. Now she is
trapped in her hideout, wearing the cursed
slippers which are forcing her to dance until
she dies.

Briefing
At the Rose Palace, the princess informs the
players of the situation. She wants them to
find out what’s taking her slippers so long to
be finished and delivered. She wants the PC’s
to find them and deliver them straight to her.

The slippers. She describes the undelivered
slippers as she expects them: silken,
dandelion yellow, with straps on the front.

Frendamus’ appearance. The princess
describes Frendamus as “Short, nervous,
fidgety, has a high pitched laugh. Such a silly
little thing”.

Cobbler’s Shop. She also provides rough
directions to Frendamus’ shop, located
roughly 3000 feet from the Rose Palace (see
the Hedgegrove map).

Investigating TheCobbler
The PC’s arrive at the cobblers to find it has
been broken into. The door’s lock has been
melted away with acid, and shoes litter the
floor. Frendamus can be found weeping
silently in the back of the shop. He is skittish
and slow to reveal or admit to anything,
seeming to fear for his life.

The PC’s can either roleplay out the
scene with Frendamus, or use their assorted
skills and abilities to acquire information
from him and investigate the scene of the
crime.

■ Frendamus will admit that he’s the one
who the princess commissioned to make her
slippers. He reveals they were stolen the other
night and he doesn’t know what to do.

■ Frendamus fears the princess’ wrath,
believing that she’ll punish him for being late
with his delivery of her slippers. Knowing
how Archfey behave, this is a likely outcome.

■ Looking around the cobbler’s, it’s clear
that only the princess’ slippers were stolen,
suggesting that this might not have been an
ordinary robbery. The melted lock suggests a
burglar, but not one savvy enough to use
thieves’ tools.

■ The slippers have a mild enchantment
that protects them fromwear and tear, which
leaves a faint magical trail that can be
followed.

TheThief’s Trail
Lydia Ranatoth has a hideout that’s roughly
2000 feet ‘up’ from the cobbler’s location (See
the Hedgegrove map). She was seen by a
number of nearby shopkeeper NPC’s who
point the PC’s in the right direction if
properly convinced with skills or bribed (15
gp or more). In addition, the slippers leave a
faint magical trail that can be followed by
casting detect magic.

Lydia was seen entering a warehouse
built into a nearby hedge tenement. The sign
outside of it says it houses carts and wagons.
Its doors are locked with padlocks that can
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either be picked open or smashed open. The
warehouse’s windows are boarded up from
the inside.

Confronting The Thief
The warehouse is a 100-foot-square building
lit by moonlight braziers, most of which have
gone out. Wooden carts and carriages fill the
warehouse, creating three-quarters cover all
around. At the back of the warehouse is Lydia
Ranatoth, wearing the stolen slippers.

She is currently dancing the ballet
while violently gasping and heaving. She
looks ragged and exhausted. Her feet are
bleeding. She begs anyone who comes near
her to make the dancing stop. It doesn’t take
much to get Lydia to explain what happened
(summarize the opening of this quest to your
players).

Lydia Ranatoth. Lydia is a true elf ruffian.
She isn’t in any position to hide what she’s
done. If the slippers are removed from her
feet without her coming to harm, she
surrenders herself to the PC’s. If Lydia is
harmed by removing the slippers, she
abandons the slippers, fights the PC’s off, and
tries to escape. She surrenders if brought to
half of her hit points.

Removing the slippers. The curse on the
slippers can only be dispelled through magic.
Dispel magic ends the curse on the slippers for
1 round, which is enough time for Lydia to try
to rip the slippers off of her feet. The slippers
can also be destroyed. They have an AC of 16,
30 hit points, and are resistant to
bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing damage
from non-magical weapons. Whenever the
slippers take damage, Lydia takes half that
amount of damage. If Lydia drops to 0 hit
points, the slippers fall off.

When not worn, any creature that
touches the slippers must make a DC 10
Wisdom saving throw. Failure causes them to
be magically compelled to put on the slippers
and are forced to dance. The affected creature
loses all control of their actions, save for
dancing. They suffer a point of exhaustion for
every hour spent dancing.

Conclusion
If the slippers are removed and brought to
Princess Dandelion, she will take them and
thank the PC’s for recovering them. If the
slippers were destroyed but the situation is
explained to her, Princess Dandelion throws
a tantrum over not getting to have them but
eventually calms down and thanks the PC’s
for their efforts.

If Lydia Ranatoth is turned in to
Princess Dandelion, the archfey imprisons
her for crimes against the Summer Court.

Lydia shares that she bought the
cursed scroll from a human wizard named
Count Witherstaff.
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The SummerCourt
Soireé
This quest should take place shortly after
retrieving Princess Dandelion’s missing party
slippers. She is preparing to host a banquet
for visiting Archfey and other Feywild
nobility, and would like the PC’s to assist her
in doing so. She wants them to take up a
variety of roles that would suit each PC best:
serving food, serving drinks, playing music,
acting as entertainment, etc.

Mortals from the material plane are
considered oddities in the Feywild, and
Princess Dandelion wants to show the PC’s
off a bit. She makes it clear that this is to test
their resolve and their grace under pressure.
She also wants to have the PC’s serve on her
just for kicks.

This is a much more open-ended and
roleplay heavy task, consisting of a lot of
character interaction, back and forth
conversation, and improvising. Have the
players go about their roles, interacting with
the notable guests. If this doesn’t suit your
players, you can opt to make it a skill
challenge or use some of the encounters on
the following page.

Tasks For The PC’s
While the soireé goes on, the PC’s are
expected to carry out two or more of the
following tasks. Each task requires a
successful skill or ability check, some clever
roleplaying or problem solving, or the use of
a spell to succeed:

■ Serving appetizers and nibbles to guests

■ Serving drinks and bartending

■ Playing music

■ Providing entertainment

■ Impressing guests with conversation

NotableGuests
The soireé is attended by dozens of members
of the Summer Court, as well as other
noteworthy nobles and people of interest to
Princess Dandelion. The following NPC’s are
the ones most likely to directly interact with
the PC’s.

Leylandra,
SummerCourtDuchess
Archfey, genderfluid, Dandelion’s cousin.
They actively want to see their lesser cousin
Daneleaen humiliated, but they also have a
weakness for grisly stories from the material
plane. Particularly stories of war and combat.

Severus,
True ElfDandy
Male, distant relative of Dandelion’s,
insufferably rich. He is a foppish prick who
delights in teasing and toying with mortals,
taunting and insulting them. He’s not
especially well liked by most, and many
would love to see him taken down a peg.

Whisper,
SatyrArtist
Aristocrat, male, painter and poet of some
repute. Is looking for romance and love,
actively hitting on nobles with little success.
If approached, he will ask for love advice.
Hotly debates art with Severus.

Grimscour,
GnomeEngineer
Works for the Summer Court, male, makes
clockwork tools and curiosities. Seeks a
wizard or other highly intelligent character
to talk shop with, and is terribly bored by Fey
soireés. Will ask a PC for help stashing a
bunch of fireworks in a punchbowl as a gag.
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Lurvana,
Winter Court Seductress
Archfey, female, crashing the party. Pure,
unbridled desire made flesh. Lurvana is
looking for a good time in as many showy
ways as possible. She shows no shame and
would love to be seen kissing a PC in the
nearby fountain. She’s terribly bored or
anxious in ordinary conversation.

Branchlord,
DryadGuardCaptain
Genderfluid, employed by Dandelion, invited
because they’re a “laugh”. Branchlord is a
dour, humorless guardian of Hedgegrove.
They speak in a lowmonotone, but their
manner of speaking seems to crack
Dandelion up every time she hears them. Any
PC who stands up for or commiserates with
him earns their respect.

Bel’Ataka,
True ElfDuelist
Female, crashing the party. Bel’Ataka seeks
out the PC’s because she’s curious about the
material plane. She’s visited it a few times
and wants to learn more. Bel’Ataka and
Dandelion do not get along in the slightest.
On top of this, she is eager to challenge
anyone who looks tough to a duel: a fight to
half hit points, no magic.

MorganthHauler,
PixieMixologist
Male pixie, attending the soireé as a favour to
Princess Dandelion. He stands at a table
covered in bottles of exotic liquors, glassware,
and strange ingredients, mixing elaborate
cocktails while sharing trivia about the
history of Feywild drink culture. Because he
is so small the drinks he makes are either also
small, or regular sized but they take four
times as long to make.

Possible Encounters
If the energy during this quest dips, or if the
players are struggling to roleplay with the
NPC’s to create their own encounters, have
one or more of these encounters happen to
liven things up:

RaccoonProblems
Maxis, a true elf commoner servant, gets the
PC’s attention. Maxis needs their help
immediately, as 12 raccoons have somehow
gotten into the Rose Palace kitchen are are
tearing up the place. If they’re not stopped
immediately, they’ll ruin the rest of the food,
wrecking the soireé for the Princess. The PC’s
can use whatever skills or abilities they have
to solve this pest problem.

Kick Some Ice
Princess Dandelion receives a large ice
sculpture of an elephant as the centerpiece of
the soireé. Unfortunately for everyone,
halfway through the festivites the ice
sculpture comes to life and attacks the guests.
The ice sculpture elephant has the same stats
as a topiary animal, but with the following
changes:

■ It’s resistant to all weapon damage.

■ It’s vulnerable to heat and fire damage.

■ It has an ice breath attack that deals 3d6
cold damage in a 15 foot cone, usable twice.

Conclusion
The soireé lasts for upwards of five hours of
dancing, conversation, and lively
entertainment. Afterwards the assembled
guests either venture home or retire for the
evening in one of the Rose Palace’s many
guest rooms.

Princess Dandelion will consider the
soireé a success if no one is killed and
opinion of her in the Summer Court hasn’t
lessened drastically. If any of those things
happen, the princess’ opinion of the PC’s
lessens greatly.
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Adventure
Conclusion
Once the PC’s have completed Princess
Dandelion’s quests, or otherwise ingratiated
themselves to her in a way that makes her
want to help them, she will have her court
magicians open a stable portal to the same
location on the material plane where they
first entered the Feywild.

Dandelion will do whatever she can to
convince the PC’s to stay, but if they insist on
leaving she will thank them for their time
and wish them well. If players want to
continue to adventure within the city of
Hedgegrove and the Feywild beyond, Princess
Dandelion is more than happy to offer them a
raincheck on the use of her courtly magic to
return home.

Experience Points Earned
Completing the princess’ quests, exploring
Hedgegrove, and successfully leaving the
Feywild should earn the PC’s enough
experience points to advance once in level.

AdditionalQuests
If the PC’s are eager for more adventuring in
the Feywild, the Princess has a number of
additional quests they can go on to please
her. GameMasters are encouraged to use the
following adventure hooks to create new
quests for PC’s.

1. Help A Satyr Find Love
Beau is a summer court noble satyr who
Princess Dandelion laments may never find
love. While Beau is a talented poet and
musician, he has poor table manners, poor
social graces, and has difficulty speaking to
attractive people. He is an overly nervous
nerd that Princess Dandelion wants to be set
up on a date by the PC’s. She doesn’t really
think that such a feat is possible, but it would
amuse her greatly to see it attempted. He’s
waiting downstairs in the Rose Palace for the
PC’s to take him out on the town and help

him find love...by whatever means they see fit.
Beau is quick to become infatuated and fall in
love, but won’t feel successful until he is loved
back in return by someone, even if just for a
night.

2. Join TheWildHunt
Princess Dandelion desires a rare delicacy for
her banquet: a winged boar. These mythical
creatures make rare appearances flying
overhead of the city, and the only known
people who can successfully hunt them are
theWild Hunt. TheWild Hunt are winter
court hunters whose enchanted horses carry
them into the sky, where they hunt all
manner of flying beasts. To complete this, the
Wild Hunt must be found in hedgegrove, then
they must be convinced to hunt the beast for
the PC’s. Neither are easy tasks.

3. Assemble ANewCourt Band
Princess Dandelion has grown bored of the
music at her court, and desires fresh new
sounds from the streets of her city. The PC’s
must find and assemble four street musicians
from the streets of Hedgegrove, convincing
them to play for the resident archfey. Failing
this, if the PC’s are musically inclined they
can attempt to perform for Princess
Dandelion directly. Only one performance is
needed to appease her, but she is a harsh
critic.

4. DestroyCountWitherstaff
Princess Dandelion foolishly accepted a cake
gifted to her by a rival archfey, and now she’s
been cursed to shrink ever smaller until she
disappears into nothing. The curse was
provided to the rival archfey by the evil Count
Witherstaff. To end the curse the PC’s must
either convince Count Witherstaff to end the
spell, or they must destroy him. Asking
around for Witherstaff’s location points the
PC’s to a location 4000 feet gateward from
the Rose Palace (Use random encounter 97–
98 to introduce him).
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Appendix:
Creatures
andAdversaries
The Feywild is home to numerous creatures
that make up the fairy tales of mortals.
Graceful elves live side by side with bark-
skinned spriggans and goat-legged satyrs in
the city of Hedgegrove, guarded over by
imposing city guards and enormous topiary
animals. The following creatures are the
more unique denizens of Hedgegrove. For all
others, use the bestiary in your ttrpg of
choice for statistics.

Sizes andHitDice
These creatures are broken down into size
categories that determine their hit dice
values. Smaller creatures have smaller hit
dice values, and larger creatures have greater
hit dice values.

Native Feywilders
Within Hedgegrove and the surrounding
Feywild are a variety of different peoples:
gnomes, elves, and half-elves born into the
magical realm of the fey, as well as folk
uncommon to the material plane. Dryads,
satyrs, fairies, pixies, and others call the
Feywild their home above all others.

As non-player characters, these native
feywilders’ statistics are up to the Game
Master and their system of choice’s bestiary/
monstrous manual. When in doubt, use
creature statistics that resemble them as
close as possible.

In the Feywild, all native feylanders
listed above have the following special traits:

Feywild Immunities.Native feylanders are
immune to the effects of magical sleep. Fey

don’t sleep as mortals do. While their bodies
tire and require rest, when they retire they
enter a torpor state where their minds
commune with their ancestors. Because of
this, spells and magic that compel
unconsciousness have no effect on native
feylanders, with only a few exceptions.

Cold IronWeakness.Native feylanders are
vulnerable to damage from cold forged iron.
Cold forged iron is a material made by
mortals of the material plane to ward against
the fey. Feylanders cannot cross lines of cold
iron shavings, nor enter buildings with cold
iron charms buried below the entrance.

Magically Resistant.Native feylanders have
advantage on saving throws against magic.
The Feywild is a magically suffused realm,
where wondrous charms and spells are
commonplace. Ordinary magic doesn’t phase
them, and even the simplest of fey creatures
is resilient enough to shrug off powerful
spells from the material plane.

Archfey
Archfey are the imposing immortal beings
that rule over the Feywild’s populated lands.
Groups of archfey form courts, not unlike
mortal noble courts. Each region has a king
or queen at its head, and a number of archfey
of lesser stations beneath them. Unlike
mortal courts however, there isn’t much
change in title or rank among them. Their
positions and personalities are closer to
lesser deities than nobility; though many are
just as haughty and self-involved as mortal
nobles.

Each archfey holds within a
tremendous amount of primal magical
power, inherited from the Feywild itself. They
have the power to grant spells and powers to
their most loyal followers, be they fey or
mortal. It is not uncommon for an archfey to
be warlock’s patron or a cleric’s deity within
the Feywild.

Roleplaying Archfey. An archfey’s motives and
actions don’t often follow conventional logic.
Instead, they act on a kind of childlike
fairytale thought process filled with

Size Hit Dice Example
Tiny 1d4 Pixie, Fairy

Small 1d6 Satyr, Gnome

Medium 1d8 True Elf, Nymph

Large 1d10 Archfey, Topiary Animal

Huge 1d12 Adult Dragon
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mythicality and hidden meaning. A archfey
might ask for a task to be completed “before
the last breath of the daffodil falls upon the
mouse” or “Precisely when the moon is full
within your heart”. Almost nothing is direct
and simple with archfey.

Archfey are creatures of simple
passions, fears, and angers, but with
tremendous and terrible power to fuel them.
Archfey are known to wage bloody war
against one another for things as trivial as a
stolen sugar bowl or a perceived slight
against one’s figure. They are as tempestuous
as the seasons themselves.

SummerCourtArchfey
The golden complexioned rulers of the
summer realms, these archfey are all bright
emotions, hot tempers, and deep passions.
While possessed of a sunny disposition, many
of the summer court use this to mask their
sinister or hateful intentions. Many fey are
quick to warn mortal visitors not to trust the
warmness of the summer court, as it can hide
anything. They are masters of charm,
illusion, and transformation magic.

Winter CourtArchfey
The ice blue rulers of the winter realms of the
Feywild, these archfey are cold, calculated,
and often cruel. Where summer fey see the
world in beginnings, winter fey see the world
in endings: deaths, betrayals, and tragedies.
The archfey of the winter court are
outwardly hostile to mortals and outsiders,
which has earned them the reputation of
being evil. They are masters of elemental
magic, particularly ice and cold magic, that
harms and destroys.

CountWitherstaff
For statistics, use the stats of a mage or
magic-user more powerful than the party’s
current level. Count Witherstaff should be a
major challenge that the PC’s cannot hope to
best in direct combat unless they have a
really clever plan or powerful item on their
side.

Count Cornelius Witherstaff is a
middle aged humanman who was raised
close to the Feywild. Growing up he learned
the ways of the faerie realm, crossing over
and exploring its many lands. By the time
Witherstaff was a teenager he could pass
among the Fey without notice. As a man, he
turned his knowledge of their world against
them and sought to exploit the natural magic
of the Feywild for his own benefit and profit.

TheWitherstaffs are an ancient
family of magic-users who were once well
renowned on the material plane, but who fell
to disgrace because of their evil deeds, poor
judgment, and losing the favour of every
noble house in the land. Cornelius
Witherstaff is their scion, the last son of a
wicked house of wizards.

When encountered in Hedgegrove,
Count Witherstaff commands a floating
castle that he travels inside and resides
within.

Rashmortals
‘Rashmortal’ is a Fey term for magic-users
from the material plane that are wise to the
ways of the Feywild. They speak sylvan
languages and know the land’s histories and
fables, but they use this knowledge to use and
abuse the native magic of the Feywild for
their own evil purposes. While a mortal
visitor to the Feywild might accidentally
enter the realm and blunder into
misadventure, a rashmortal comes to the
Feywild to cheat and plunder: stealing
magical resources and goods, kidnapping
fairies and pixies, and blackmailing Archfey
into conceding to their whims.

Rashmortals are universally disliked
in the Feywild, but some Archfey use them to
enact their schemes against rival archfey,
seeing them as a necessary evil. When a
member of the Summer Court is cursed by
another, they can be held accountable, but
when the deed is committed by a rashmortal
it leaves only the material plane to blame in
the eyes of the Summer Court.
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Summer Court Archfey
Large fey creature

Armour 19 (natural armour)
Hit Points 175 (20d10 + 75)
Movement 35 ft.
Morale 10

Special
*Feywild Immunities. Summer court
archfey are immune to poison and
magical sleep.
*Magically Resistant. Summer court
archfey have advantage on saving throws
against magic.
*Cold Iron Weakness. Summer court
archfey are vulnerable to damage from
cold forged iron.
*Spellcasting. Summer court archfey are
14th level spellcasters who specialize in
charm spells and spells that animate
objects or transform things.

Actions
Backhand. +5 to hit, reach 10 ft., 8 (1d6 +
5) damage and the target must make a
saving throw against magic. Failure causes
them to fall prone, their bones turned to
jelly for 1d4 rounds.

Summer longsword. +5 to hit, reach 10
ft., 9 (1d8 + 5) damage and 10 (3d6) fire
damage. This counts as a magic weapon.

Sweet Summer Words. The summer court
archfey whispers something sweet that
twists another’s mind to their will. One
creature within 5 feet of them that can
hear must make a saving throw against
charm. Failure causes them to be
dominated for 1 round, forced to obey
the archfey’s commands.

Reactions
Disarming retort. Once per round, if the
summer court archfey is hit with an
attack, they can force the attacker to
make a saving throw against magic.
Failure causes the attack to miss and the
attacker to drop their weapon.

Winter Court Archfey
Large fey creature

Armour 20 (natural armour)
Hit Points 155 (18d10 + 65)
Movement 35 ft.
Morale 10

Special
*Feywild Immunities. Winter court
archfey are immune to poison and
magical sleep.
*Magically Resistant. Winter court archfey
are immune to cold damage, and have
advantage on saving throws against
magic.
*Cold Iron Weakness. Winter court
archfey are vulnerable to damage from
cold forged iron.
*Spellcasting. Winter court archfey are
14th level spellcasters who specialize in
elemental magic and spells that blast and
freeze things.

Actions
Frozen Fist. +5 to hit, reach 10 ft., 8 (1d8
+ 5) damage and the target must make a
saving throw against magic. Failure causes
them to be frozen in place for 1 round,
unable to attack.

Winter longsword. +5 to hit, reach 10 ft.,
9 (1d8 + 5) damage and 10 (3d6) cold
damage. This counts as a magic weapon.

Icy Glare (Once per encounter). The
winter court archfey gazes upon a single
creature, sapping them of their will to
fight. A single target within view of them
must make a saving throw against fear.
Failure causes them to lose 24 (4d6 +
10) hit points, which is then gained by
the archfey. A creature killed by this
attack is frozen solid in a block of ice.

Reactions
Cold Shoulder. Once per round, if the
winter court archfey is hit with an attack,
they can force the attacker to make a
saving throw against magic. Failure causes
the attack to miss and the attacker to be
pushed back 30 feet directly away from
the archfey.
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HedgegroveGuards
The only real authority in Hedgegrove other
than the archfey themselves. Hedgegrove
guards are hired fey creatures that work to
keep the great maze of a city running
smoothly. However, this means something
quite different for them than it does for city
guards on the material plane.

Those who guard the hedges are
chiefly concerned with keeping the hedge
tenements and walls of the city from getting
overgrown. They protect and serve the living
city itself, less so the fey creatures that
inhabit it. If justice or protection is served to
them, most often it’s because their
predicament overlaps with protecting the
greenery of the city in some way. Hedgegrove
guards are not unfeeling or uncaring
creatures, but helping people isn’t their
priority.

Hedgegrove guards are clad in splint-
mail armour made from the bark of ancient
feywild trees. They are armed with enormous
hedge clippers, pruning shears, and polearm-
like trimmers. Some guards walk the streets
ordinarily, while others stride about on tall,
spindly stilts that raise them up to prune and
trim the high up hedges.

Roleplaying Hedgegrove Guards. These guards
can be true elves, satyrs, dryads, and gnomes.
Pixies and Fairies are seldom hedgegrove
guards, but they can be found. Each guard
patrols a ‘block’ of the city, trimming and
pruning the verge’s along the roads and
stopping any crimes they come across. Most
hedgegrove guards are aloof and ineffectual,
willing to take bribes and trades to look the
other way. The few who are strident about
their duties tend to be upstanding and good.
All hedgegrove guards respond with force to
creatures climbing the hedge walls, damaging
them, or setting them on fire.

Punishments vary from 50 gp fines,
imprisonment in wooden gibbets in a
crossing for 1d4 weeks, or for severe crimes
being brought before Princess Dandelion for
judgment.

Hedgegrove Guard
Medium or Small fey creature

Armour 16 (bark splint-mail armour)
Hit Points 16 (3d8 + 4)
Movement 30 ft.
Morale 7

Special
*Feywild Immunities. Hedgegrove guards
are immune to magical sleep.
*Magically Resistant. Hedgegrove guards
have advantage on saving throws against
magic.
*Cold Iron Weakness. Hedgegrove guards
are vulnerable to damage from cold
forged iron.
*Plant Focussed. Hedgegrove guards
weapons deal double damage to plants
and greenery. They have advantage on
saving throws against anything plant
based.

Actions
Hedge clippers. +3 to hit, 5 (1d10)
damage.

Pole trimmer. +3 to hit, reach 15 ft., 4
(1d8) damage.
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TopiaryAnimals
Hedgegrove is a giant hedge maze, complete
with topiary animals decorating it. The
difference in the Feywild is that these topiary
animals are alive. They roam the maze of a
city, acting as animals do. Most feywilders
believe that topiary animals obey the
commands of the hedgegrove guards. While
this has been observed, the only masters
these green creatures have are the summer
court archfey.

All topiary animals are large, even if
the creature they are based upon is not. Their
most common forms in Hedgegrove are
bears, boar, elephants, tigers, and elk, and
reindeer.

Topiary Animal
Large natural construct

Armour 14 (natural armour)
Hit Points 64 (8d10 + 24)
Movement 35 ft.
Morale 6

Special
*Bushy Bodies. Topiary animals are
resistant to damage from non-magical
bludgeoning and piercing weapons.
*Flammable. Topiary animals are
vulnerable to damage from fire.

Actions
Multiattack. The topiary animal makes two
attacks; one bite attack and one bash
attack.

Bite. +4 to hit, 6 (2d6) damage.

Bash. +4 to hit 5 (1d10) damage.

Plant Growth. As an action the topiary
animal creates a 20-foot-square area in
front of it to erupt with vines and
brambles. All creatures within this area
must make a saving throw against being
grabbed. Failure causes them to be
immobilized, taking 4 (2d4) damage from
thorns. Creatures can make this saving
throw again at the end of their next turn.

1d20 Result
1 Bear

2 Boar

3 Elephant

4 Tiger

5 Elk

6 Reindeer

7 Stag

8 Hawk

9 Kangaroo

10 Badger

11 Hippo

12 Giant Snake

13 Lion

14 Wolf

15 Moose

16 Sphynx

17 Manticore (half lion, half scorpion)

18 Griffon (half lion, half eagle)

19 Chimera (lion, goat, snake)

20 Gelatinous Cube (just a cube)

Random Topiary Animal Type

True Elves
True Elves are high elves born in the magical
twilight of the Feywild. While this heritage
grants them an additional resistance, the big
differences between ‘true elves’ and high elves
of the material plane are purely cultural
(Despite what the former may want you to
believe). True Elves know the byzantine ways
of the Feywild and its impetuous rulers, as
well as the plane’s many customs and
traditions. Any elf can claim to be a true elf of
the Feywild, but it can take decades of
naturalizing to be accepted by native true elf.

Roleplaying True Elves.While elves are often
maligned with the stereotype of being elitist,
true elves seem to come by it naturally. They
switch between being fascinated by mortals
and their curious ways, to looking down
upon them and their non-true elf heritage in
the same breath. This makes them
insufferable to be around to mortal folks and
other feywilders alike.
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True Elf Noble
Medium fey creature

Armour 14 (protective garments)
Hit Points 12 (3d8)
Movement 30 ft.
Morale 6

Special
*Feywild Immunities. True elves are
immune to magical sleep.
*Magically Resistant. True elves have
advantage on saving throws against
magic.
*Cold Iron Weakness. True elves are
vulnerable to damage from cold forged
iron.
*Noble Sensibilities. True Elf nobles have
advantage on checks involving
negotiation, intimidation, and all things
nobility.

Actions
Fists. +1 to hit, 2 (1d4) damage.

Short sword. +1 to hit, 3 (1d6) damage.

True Elf Ruffian
Medium fey creature

Armour 14 (fey leather armour)
Hit Points 12 (3d8)
Movement 30 ft.
Morale 8

Special
*Feywild Immunities. True elves are
immune to magical sleep.
*Magically Resistant. True elves have
advantage on saving throws against
magic.
*Cold Iron Weakness. True elves are
vulnerable to damage from cold forged
iron.
*Sneak Attack. True elf ruffians deal an
extra 2d6 damage on attacks when they
strike from an advantageous position or
from hiding.

Actions
Dagger. +3 to hit, 5 (1d4 + 3) damage.

Short bow. +3 to hit, range 60/200 ft.,
6 (1d6 + 3) damage.

True Elf Warrior
Medium fey creature

Armour 16 (chainmail garments)
Hit Points 36 (6d8 + 12)
Movement 30 ft.
Morale 8

Special
*Feywild Immunities. True elves are
immune to magical sleep.
*Magically Resistant. True elves have
advantage on saving throws against
magic.
*Cold Iron Weakness. True elves are
vulnerable to damage from cold forged
iron.

Actions
Multiattack. The true elf warrior makes
two rapier attacks.

Rapier. +4 to hit, 8 (1d8 + 4) damage.

Reactions
Feint. Once per round, when hit with a
melee attack the true elf warrior can feint
to the side, taking half as much damage.

True Elf Commoner
Medium fey creature

Armour 10 (unarmoured)
Hit Points 8 (2d8)
Movement 30 ft.
Morale 6

Special
*Feywild Immunities. True elves are
immune to magical sleep.
*Magically Resistant. True elves have
advantage on saving throws against
magic.
*Cold Iron Weakness. True elves are
vulnerable to damage from cold forged
iron.
*Hedgegrove Wise. True elf commoners
have advantage on checks involving
feywild history, local customs, and
discerning outsiders.

Actions
Fists. +1 to hit, 2 (1d4) damage.


